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PROFILE: MILLY MATTHEWS

Where did you grow up?

I was born at the Peninsula Maternity Hospital in 
District Six on 29 September 1960. My family lived 
in District Six until I was about 12 years old. We then 
moved to Kensington. I attended Kensington High 
School. 

How did you end up working at the High 
Court?

My aunt, Jessie Stellenboom (now retired), worked 
on the 9th floor of Huguenot Chambers as their 
receptionist. During the 1977 end of year school 
holidays, Jessie suggested that I do the interview 
with a group of advocates on the 11th Floor, in Utilitas 
Building. They were looking for a receptionist/typist.

I didn’t really want to do it. I had 6 weeks of holidays, 
but my aunt encouraged me saying that if I didn’t 
like it, I could always just go back to my studies at 
the end of the holidays. I agreed to give it a try.

I was interviewed by Advocates Elize Steyn (now 
Judge Steyn) and Theo de Jager. They asked me a 

number of questions, one of them being if I was able 
to type. At school, my classmates and I had refused 
to take geography and had insisted on being taught 
typing instead, and so I confirmed that I could type. 
They gave me an old typewriter and asked me to 
type some “Particulars of Claim”. Both Judge Steyn 
and Advocate de Jager were still in the room while I 
was typing. I overheard Theo de Jager telling Judge 
Steyn, “Nee wat Elize, sy kan tik, ons gaan vir haar 
vat”. Before I could feel excited, they informed me 
that they would let me know.

The next day Jessie contacted me and told me that 
I had to start the next Monday. I started the Monday, 
I think. At that time, it was more the fact that I was 
going to earn money. My salary was R100,00 per 
month!  I typed for about 12 Advocates, being Judge 
Elize Steyn, Advocates Theo de Jager, Raymond 
McClarty, Andre Lamprecht , Sheriff Mohamed, 
Dennis Worrall, and others.

We were in the Utilitas building for a year or two 
and then we moved to the 14th Floor, Huguenot 
Chambers. I was introduced to Advocate Jannie 
van Der Merwe Senior. By the way, he taught me to 
speak proper Afrikaans. Lamprecht’s Tiksterspoel 

In this edition Bar Brief features Ms Milly Matthews (or “Milly” as she is known to many), registrar to 
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was then born.  I worked for the typing pool for 
about 12 years, during this time the advocates I 
worked for came and went. 

Close to the end of 1993, I was still working on the 
14th Floor, the same floor as Judge Traverso. When 
she was appointed to the bench she requested her 
secretary Christine to go with her. Christine declined 
and told Judge Traverso that I may be interested.

Judge Traverso approached me and asked: “Mills, 
kom saam met my ander kant toe. Ek is seker die 
geld gaan ‘n bietjie beter wees. Ons sal smiddae 
vroeg huis toe gaan, en dink net, jy sal tyd hê om jou 
truie klaar te brei. Dit gaan net lekker wees.”

With Judge Traverso’s words milling in my head and 
me feeling I needed a change, something a little bit 
more challenging, I decided to give Judge Traverso’s 
request some thought. I approached Advocate Van 
Der Merwe Senior for advice. At that time he was 
thinking of retiring and he told me “as jy nie die werk 
gaan aanvaar nie, gaan ek jou fire!” I discussed this 
with the other typing pool members, ie Advocate 
Jeremy Muller, Raoul Le Breton, Louis Olivier and 
Jannie van der Merwe Jnr. They were unanimous in 
the decision that I should go with Judge Traverso.

I started working at the High Court as Judge 
Traverso’s secretary in January 1994. Next January 
it will be 20 years!

What do you find rewarding about your 
job?

I am a people’s person. I love being in contact with 
people, to talk. I always maintain that we, as civil 
servants, should always be there to assist people. 
For me it is just so rewarding to know that I have 
just assisted someone, be it just with a telephone 
number or being able to tell them where to find 

the Chief Registrar or someone in administration or 
plainly just being there for them. In the office, I enjoy 
my work immensely. It can be very challenging at 
times but I think that I have mastered the different 
aspects and demands of my office life. 

What are the challenges of working as a 
registrar?

Sometimes the administrative workings at Court can 
be difficult, but I would like to think that I have a good 
working relationship with everyone in administration, 
and in particular, with Mrs. David, our Chief Registrar, 
Andrew Fraser in the Civil Section, Noor Brown in 
the Appeals Section, William Bale in the Criminal 
Section and Mr. Cooper. These are the people that 
I can really depend on. They are the ones who are 
always willing to assist me and their assistance is 
invaluable.

What do you enjoy doing in your free time?

I enjoy reading and taking long  walks with my 
husband. I also love cooking and baking. Now that 
our children are all grown up my husband and I like to 
get away for a weekend every three or four months. 
We love going up the West Coast. When I retire one 
day, I would love to live in Paternoster. When our 
children were younger, we would often round them 
and their friends up, and go to Mykonos. It has always 
been a pleasure to watch them enjoy themselves.

Is there anything practitioners can do to 
make your job easier?

Yes, what would really assist is if practitioners would 
always make sure their files were in order, that their 
papers were properly indexed and paginated and 
filed with a practice note, it would make everyone’s 
life much easier. p
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Dear Bar Brief 

I wish to comment on the issue of housing at the Cape Bar. 
I preface my comment by saying that I welcome the recent 
amendments to the housing policy. However, it would seem 
that the housing policy still requires radical reform. 

If regard is had to the financial statements of the Cape Bar 
in relation to the past two financial years it is evident that 
the policy of the Cape Bar Council being the head lessor of 
virtually all chambers has come at a cost – some approximately 
R2m was expended by the Bar Council during this period on 
vacant chambers. Imagine the number of bursaries and other 
transformation initiatives this could have funded?

Surely this expenditure warrants further serious debate 
and reflection about the future of housing. It presently only 
benefits the landlords who derive income from unused 
chambers. One can understand the noble intention behind 
the policy: it aims to ensure that chambers are available for all 
members. The question is whether the present policy most 
efficiently serves this purpose?

Instead of the present framework of regulation whereby 
members are obliged to take chambers in buildings designated 
by the Bar Council (even this policy seems to have been 
eroded by the recent opening of “private chambers”) perhaps 
the Bar Council should consider some measured and gradual 
deregulation. Perhaps the time has come for the Cape Bar to 
follow the approach taken by the Johannesburg Bar that allows 
for the formation of “groups” – which are typically initiatives 
driven by members and in respect of which members bear 
responsibility. This is not to say that the Bar Council need give 
up all oversight in relation to chambers. It would be preferable 
for it to continue to regulate aspects of the allocation of 
chambers, particularly in relation to ensuring that resources 
are allocated to supporting transformation initiatives within 
private groups. 

The vast amounts of money expended on vacant chambers 
could, for example, be utilised to fund bursaries that not 
only provide for living expenses during pupillage, but assist 
transformation candidates with chamber rental and floor 
dues during their first year(s) of practice. 

Perhaps the Housing Committee could consider these issues 
in a subsequent review of the housing policy. 

Anonymous.

 Susie says:

Dearest Editors

I feel there is room for improvement by many members who 
appear in undefended divorce actions in the motion court and 
therefore share with you the following:

1. It is not necessary to inform the judge that the witness 
has no objection to taking the prescribed oath (unless 
he or she would prefer to make an affirmation in which 
case it would obviously be appropriate to bring this to the 
attention of the registrar);

2. It is not necessary to inform the judge of the language in 
which the witness will be testifying unless the language is 
different to the language in which the particulars of claim 
are drafted (i.e. if your particulars are in English and your 
client is English speaking and you are addressing the judge 
in English, it is not necessary to tell the judge that your 
client will be testifying in English!);

3. Regarding the proving of consent papers – unless the judge 
or the family advocate has raised an issue that requires 
clarification by way of evidence or if there is an unusual 
aspect that by its nature requires separate mention, it is 
NOT necessary to lead evidence of each and every term 
recorded in the document which the parties have agreed 
to!!! Not to mention the total waste of time, it simply drives 
me MAD when I have to hear about who will keep the pots 
and who is keeping the pans!

Can’t wait for the next issue of your super publication!

Kind regards

Susie
 

LETTERS TO THE EDITORS
PLEASE SEND YOUR LETTERS TO: barbrief@capebar.co.za
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The Legal Practice Bill (“LPB”) is currently before 
Parliament’s Justice Portfolio Committee. Business 
Day Live reported on 19 June 2013 that the committee 
is in a race to finalise the LPB before the fourth 

parliament comes to an end. During its session on 18 June 
2013, an issue arose as to whether the LPB could survive 
parliamentary succession prompting some members of 
the Committee to urge speedy finalisation and others to 
recommend caution due to the far-reaching implications of 
the LPB. 

It appears that the finalisation process has been held up 
primarily due to concerns about the independence of the 
legal profession, as highlighted by former Chief Justice Arthur 
Chaskalson in his speech to the Cape Law Society in November 
2012 shortly before his death. More specifically:

•.	 Chapter	 2	 provides	 for	 the	 establishment	 of	 the	 South	
African Legal Practice Council which would govern all legal 
practitioners. As to its composition, Clause 7(1) provides for 
21 members: 10 practising attorneys, 6 practising advocates 
(these may include practising advocates not nominated 
by the GCB), 1 academic/teacher, 1 person nominated by 
Legal Aid, and importantly 3 persons appointed by the 
Minister.

•.	 Perhaps	most	controversially,	Clause	14	allows	the	Minister	
to dissolve the Council if he “upon good cause shown, 
loses confidence in the ability of the Council to perform its 
functions effectively and efficiently or on any reasonable 
grounds”. The dissolution must follow an investigation by 
a single discharged Judge, appointed by the Minister, and 
upon dissolution, the Minister must then appoint an interim 
Council for a period not exceeding 6 months following.

•.	 A	 Legal	 Services	 Ombud	must	 be	 appointed	 in	 terms	 of	
Chapter 5. While the independence of the Ombud is stated 

AN UPDATE ON 
THE LEGAL PRACTICE BILL

in Clause 48(3), objections have been raised due to the 
fact that the Ombud is appointed by the President and may 
be similarly removed by the President in terms of Clauses 
48(1) and 51.

•	 In	Chapters	 9	 and	 10,	 the	 LPB	 further	 provides	 extensive	
powers to the Minister to make regulations, both during 
the transitional period of three years and following the 
establishment of the Legal Practice Council (Clauses 94 
and 108).

It appears that the battle lines in the finalisation process 
of the LPB have been drawn along the broader issue of 
independence. However, within the narrower scope of our 
profession, issues such as the membership of advocates, 
and the representation of the GCB, on the Legal Practice 
Council (Clause 7(1)), admission criteria (specifically in terms 
of Clause 24(3)(c)), and the capping of fees (Clause 35), may 
be of further concern.  In order to assess these and other 
concerns it may be useful for members of the Bar to study 
the submissions made to the Portfolio Committee during 
February of this year as summarised in the April 2013 issue of 
De Rebus (p.22). p

Anél du Toit

Bar Brief encourages readers to contribute short pieces to the publication.  To this end LexiNexis has kindly offered to 
give a R1000 book voucher (to be spent on any LexisNexis title) for the best contribution.  Regrettably, given publishing 
constraints, contributions must be 500 words or less to qualify for publication.  In this edition we feature a contribution 
from Anél du Toit on the Legal Practice Bill.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Eloise Nel married Travis Wade in December 2012.

Deneys and Julia van Reenen had a son, Max (Maximilian) in 
March 2013. 

Jaco and Inge de Vries had a son, Benjamin in March 2013.
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“Bar, Bench & Bullshifters” 
by Gerald Friedman and Jeremy Gauntlett.

Bar, Bench & Bullshifters is a collection of humorous stories 
from life at the Bar and the Bench at the Cape dating back 
four decades. It is available at most book stores and online via 
Kalahari.com.

The following is an extract from the book concerning Justice 
Beyers (former Judge President):

 ‘Once an attorney was being struck off because of 
dishonesty involving his trust account. He had since joined 
an estate agency. Quite a few estate agents came to 
listen, including leading members of that profession, like 
Zoutendyk, the doyen of estate agents in Cape Town. 
David Meyerowitz was appearing for the attorney. Beyers 
said to Meyerowitz, “as far as I am concerned, your client is 
dishonest”.

 Meyerowitz:  Yes, I must concede that.
 Beyers J:  Very dishonest.
 Meyerowitz:  Well yes, but perhaps not so dishonest that 

he should not be allowed to be on the Roll.
 Beyers J:  What is he doing now?
 Meyerowitz:  He is an estate agent.
 Beyers J:  Ah. That he can be, that he can be.
All of the estate agents got up and walked out of court.’ p

BOOKS

Child Law in South Africa
It comes as a surprise to many South 
African lawyers who speak to their foreign 
counterparts that, since the coming 
into operation of the Children’s Act 38 
of 2005, South African child law has, in 
several respects, been more advanced 
than child law in many developed, foreign 
countries. We can justifiably be proud of 
what we have achieved. However, there 
is no justification for complacency, for 
South African child law still faces many 

challenges. Foremost is the effective implementation of the 
Children’s Act and the Child Justice Act 75 of 2008. Another 
area of concern is the conflicting and confusing approaches 
to children’s autonomy. As the author of this book accurately 
states in chapter 1: “One of the weaknesses in contemporary 
South African law is that it does not have a coherent doctrine 
of how to regard the increasingly independent child.” Further, 
many children suffer deprivation because their parents 
quite simply are financially unable to maintain them and 

South Africa’s under-developed welfare system provides an 
insufficient safety net for them. Although the socioeconomic 
circumstances of children, strictly, fall outside the purview 
of child law, these circumstances nonetheless have a direct 
impact on many aspects of child law. The dire socio-economic 
situation in which many children find themselves is abundantly 
illustrated by the sources the author cites in chapter 3 and 
reminds the reader that the law alone is an inadequate tool 
to address children’s problems. It simultaneously reminds 
the reader of the need to tailor child law in a manner that 
properly takes those problems and the lived reality of children 
into account. The book also makes it abundantly clear that 
child law is one of the fields of law in which private and 
public law cannot be separated into neat compartments. 
Instead, public and private law rules influence, and are inter-
dependent on, each other in many areas. Furthermore, the 
author shows that domestic and international child law must 
be integrated. Further valuable features of the book are that, 
apart from discussing black-letter law, the author puts recent 
developments into their historical context and provides 
comparative references in respect of several topics. The book 
is of impressive scope and range, particularly considering that 
it is the work of a single author. It is a most welcome addition to 
the burgeoning number of sources on South African child law. 

Professor Jacqueline Heaton, Department of Private Law, 
UNISA, Pretoria, South Africa. 
 
Lawrence Schäfer’s Child Law in South Africa is a tour de force, 
immensely wide-ranging and scholastic, but never pedantic. 
The work covers every possible aspect of South African child 
law whilst setting this law within its international and human 
rights context with masterly comparative analysis. A must for 
everyone interested in family or child law, not only in South 
Africa but in the wider context. 

Dr Brigitte Clark, UEA Law School, University of East Anglia, 
Norwich, England. 
 
Lawrence Schäfer’s Child Law in South Africa is a 
comprehensive and in-depth (academic) analysis of all 
aspects of child law. Although the main focus of the book is 
South African child law, which in itself is very exciting, the reader 
will find a significant comparative component in the book, and 
that makes it an excellent source of information for everyone 
who is interested in the subject of child law. It also deals with 
children in international and conflict of laws contexts. Another 
aspect which goes beyond South African child law and makes 
the book appealing for the wider legal audience is that it shows 
how international law rules are becoming a component of a 
national legal system – a process that is currently taking place 
in many other countries. The undoubted merit of the book is 
also that, despite the complexity of the subject, it is very easy 
to read. 

Professor Olga Khazova, Member of the Executive Council of 
the International Society of Family Law, Institute of State and 
Law, Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow, Russia. p
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